
Creating and Managing your Digital Identity

There is an ever expanding range of digital tools that you can use to expand your social 
media presence, it is important to understand the purpose of each tool and use them well 

to support your goals.

In regards to Career Development and Employment, LinkedIn is the largest and most success-
ful platform with over 220 million members so as such it is an incredibly powerful business 

tool and increasingly employers are using social media searches as an application screening 
tool. So you need to be in there, but you have to be in there professionally!

Key elements of using LinkedIn

Professional Profile
To have a professional presence that is aligned 
with your career and employment goals, this 
is essential not only in your job search but 
in your ongoing professional career. With the 
added inclusion of recommendations, skill 
endorsements, projects and evidence (video, 
presentations) it is essential portfolio of your 
experience.

Photo
Professional photos (no selfies!!)

Summary 
Make sure this is strong and consistent with 
the roles you are seeking, outline your key 
skills and experience of relevance, also add in 
a personal tone, this is equivalent to your in 
person introduction

Employment 
Unpack your professional experience and out-
line key areas and achievements of each role

Education
Detail the relevant qualifications and achieve-
ments that support your profile, this is an 
essential credibility building aspect



Projects
Detail some projects relevant to both your 
employment and education, the future of 
work is project/portfolio based so provide the 
details and achievements and you can also 
include presentations and video

Skills
Make sure you select a broad range of skills, 
these are becoming more important as users 
are endorsing skills, much more valuable than 
simply listing them on the resume

Employment Tool 
LinkedIn is increasingly used by employers 
to advertise opportunities and source talent. 
The Job search tool is excellent and allows 
you to often apply direct via a link, you can 
also crowdsource your job search by looking 
at what others looked at and similar jobs. You 
can also gain increased insights through iden-
tifying people you may know in a potential or-
ganisation or who can introduce you, further, 
follow the company and professional related 
groups to get a good depth of knowledge.

Connection Tool
The primary advantage of LinkedIn is not just 
in building a network, but maintaining it. Use 
it to join groups, follow companies, identify 
professionals for an information interview, 
connect with alumni and contribute to discus-
sions.

Get going! Identify companies and groups of inter-
est and join – start contributing in discussions

Next steps
Know your baseline – do a Google search and ensure 
your digital footprint is consistent with your career 
and employment goals

Identify which platforms to use for your purpose

Set up your profile (LinkedIn has a great help centre 
if needed)

Determine privacy settings on all social media tools

Map your network – who do you know and connect 
via LinkedIn


